
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1130

Blood Lord?

When they heard the word “Blood Lord”, even young people like

Huangfuxuan and Situ Hongrui couldn’t help but become confused,

and a deep panic appeared on their faces.

After that, he quickly knelt down to the elegant and noble man, his

face turned pale, and he didn’t dare to breathe.

Because this man in front of him is the number one think tank under

the King of Blood Prison, and he is also the leader of the world-

renowned consortium “Rockefeller Consortium”.

“Lin Fan, hurry up and kneel!”

Bai Yi’s voice changed in horror, and he quickly grabbed Lin Fan and

knelt down.

The man in front of him is ten times more terrifying than the four

hidden giants combined!

This is the real king, inviolable!

However, Lin Fan still didn’t move. At this time, he couldn’t laugh or

cry, and asked him to kneel to his courtier?

And his behavior immediately caused everyone present to sneer, and he

didn’t even kneel down in the face of the aloof Blood Lord, this guy is

desperate to die!

Lin Fan smiled bitterly and shook his head: “If I kneel to him, then

he… will die!”

If he knows that the King of Blood Prison is kneeling, his followers

will surely smash the blood master and the corpse.

what!

Hearing the maddening words, the audience was suddenly shocked,

and everyone’s expressions showed deep fear, and they couldn’t believe

their ears at this time!

This guy dared to threaten Lord Blood Lord in full view?

crazy!

He must be crazy!

Everyone present only felt that their scalp was bursting, and they all

looked at Lin Fan with a look of boundless fear.

Insulting the Blood Lord is equivalent to insulting the King of the

Blood Prison. This guy has caused a catastrophe!

This time, not only Lin Fan was going to die, but the Bai family would

also be implicated.

They can already predict that the Bai family will be permanently

removed from the four hidden giants in the south of the Yangtze River

in the near future!

Hearing Lin Fan’s words, Bai Yi’s eyes suddenly went black, as if he had

been drained of all strength, and limp to the ground weakly.

A deep despair appeared on her face.

That’s it!

This time, it’s over!

At this time, the blood master Platinums Rockefeller also followed the

prestige to Lin Fan. When he saw Lin Fan’s face, his expression was

like everyone else, full of fear and awe, even if he wanted to kneel

down to Lin Fan.

But Lin Fan winked at him immediately.

Platinum Kingston, who had an IQ of 180, woke up and did not

continue to kneel, but his eyes were flushed uncontrollably.

However, in the eyes of everyone, his appearance was violent to the

extreme, and his eyes were bloodshot.

Upon seeing this, Huang Fuxuan was ecstatic, and hurriedly shouted:

“Blood Lord, this person pretends to be the king of the blood prison

and dares to threaten you openly. This is the greatest disrespect to the

blood prison. You must not let it go. Pass him.”

“Huangfuxuan, you…”

Sima Yan’er stared at Huangfuxuan angrily.

Hearing this, Perkins’s eyes were full of cold light, and his gaze fell on

Huangfuxuan’s body:

“Oh? What should he do with you?”

Huangfuxuan was immediately stunned.

The dignified blood master is asking for his opinion?

Huangfuxuan was immediately flattered, trembling with excitement,

and then looked at Lin Fan and his wife sullenly:

“In my opinion, this idiot should be killed on the spot, and his wife is

the heir of the Bai family. Lin Fan dared to be so arrogant because of

the support of the Bai family, so the Bai family can’t let it go. They

must let their family be destroyed! ”

Wow!

Everyone was panicked.

Home broken?

one stone two bird!

What a poisonous mind!

Huangfuxuan wanted to take advantage of Lin Fan to uproot the Bai

family!

Everyone immediately cast a sympathetic look at Bai Yi, and found

such an incompetent and troublesome husband. As a result, the whole

family was killed. This woman was too unfortunate.

“Brother, please plead for Lin Fan, please save him, I will be obedient

and not annoy you anymore.”

“Even, I promised you never see him again, just begging you to save

his life!”

Sima Yan’er could not cry, clutching the corner of Sima Hongrui’s

clothes and pleading bitterly, she almost died of crying, her appearance

was heartbreaking.

“! Nonsense”

Secretary Ma Hongrui face of an ugly scold:

“! You do not see who he offended that case because he offended the

blood of the Lord, Sir, we Stuart family will never disappear,”

“to blame, blame That guy is arrogant and self-defeating!” Sima

Hongrui glanced at Lin Fan coldly, and said contemptuously:

“If you offend Lord Blood, there is only one fate for him, and that is

death!”
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